Abstract. We generalize the result of Haraux and Youkana concerning the global existence of nonnegative solutions of a reaction-diffusion equation with exponential nonlinearity. We also show the asymptotic behavior of the global solutions as t -» co .
Introduction
In this paper we consider the reaction-diffusion system J |f -dxAu + u(p(v) = 0 onl+xfi, \ |f -d2Av -utp(v) = 0 onR+xQ, where Q is an open, bounded domain in R" of class C1, o"i, d2 are positive constants, and q> is a nonnegative function of class C'(R+).
We assume that the solutions of (1) also satisfy the homogeneous boundary conditions ilifâ + (l-Vx)u = 0 onR+xT, [ ni^ + (l-n2)v = 0 onR+xT, where Y = dQ and nx(x), n2(x) are nonnegative functions of class C'(r) with nx, n2<l.
We study the question of the existence of global solutions of problem (l)- (2) in the class C(Q) with initial data (3) u(x,0) = u0, v(x,0) = v0, where Uo, v0 are of class L°°(Q) and uo, vo>0. When dx = d2 the existence of global solutions of (l)- (3) is an evident consequence of the maximum principle.
This problem was initially posed by Martin and has attracted the attention of many authors. First, Alikakos [1] established the existence of global solutions when <p(v) < C(l + \v\n+2l"). Then, Masuda [6] obtained a positive result for the case tp(v) < C(l + \v\P) with arbitrary ß > 0. The best success in this direction was achieved by Haraux and Youkana [4] . They proved the existence of global solutions for tp(v) = eav , 0 < ß < 1, a > 0. In the case ß = 1 some restrictions on m0 appear. Youkana in [7] treated this case in small dimensions n = 1 or 2 and obtained the existence of global solutions with the condition NIU-ío) < a{di l+d2).
The proof of Youkana is based on Sobolev's embedding theorem which is possible to apply in this problem only for dimensions «=1,2.
Here we analyze this problem using semigroup methods and Lyapunov function techniques. We show that for (4) <p(v)< eav and for arbitrary dimension n , solutions of (l)- (3) are global for arbitrary Vo and uo satisfying
We remark that the restriction (5) is weak when dx is close to d2 .
In conclusion, we observe that the problem is still open when q> has faster growth than (4) or when (5) does not hold.
Statement and proof of the main result
We denote by || • \\p the norm in LP(Yi), 1 < p < oo. For nonnegative «o and vn there exists a local nonnegative solution (u, v) of class C(Q) of(l)-(3)on ]0, T[, where T is the eventual blowing-up time in L°°(Q) [2] . It is evident that u satisfies the maximum principle, i.e., ||w(0lloo < ||Uq||oo. From the results of [3] it follows that it is sufficient to get a uniform estimate for ||Mç»(t>)lli> on ]0, T[ for some p > n/2 in order to establish the existence of global solutions (see also [5] ).
The main result of this paper is To prove this theorem we need the following Proposition 2. Assume that (4) holds and let (u, v) be a solution of (l)-(3) with arbitrary v0 and Uo satisfying (5). Let , r s4did2/(dl-d2f
Then there exists C > ||«o||oo and p > n/2 such that Using the results of [3] we conclude that the solutions of (l)- (3) are global and uniformly bounded on ]0 ; co[xQ.
Asymptotic behavior as t -* 4-00
The behavior of nonnegative global solutions of ( 1 )- (3) as t -* 4-co is treated in papers [4, 6] . In particular, it is proved that there exist two nonnegative constants u*, v* such that (2) and initial data (3) is a supersolution for -dxAu + ueav = 0 at with the same boundary condition and initial data. It is well known from [2] that the solution of the linear equation (12) has asymptotics e~^ld,+l^' so that we have proven statement (9).
Since ||u(0lloo is bounded, there exists a constant C such that ueav < Ct?-(Mi+i)i. Applying the expression of the solution of equation (1) in terms of the semigroup generated by §-t -d2A, as in [2, 3] , we obtain the inequality Let p = k. In this case resonance appears and we have II«(0II«, < Mxe->" + M2te-# = (Mx + Mit)e~^, so the proof of the theorem is complete.
